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ABSTRACT

In this work we study the performance of Tree-Structured
Vector Quantizers (TSV Q) jointly designed with Forward
Error Correction Code providing Unequal Error Protection
(UEP ) for the transmission of still images over noisy chan-
nels. Comparisons have shown that this scheme performs
better than Channel Optimized Vector Quantizers (COV Q)
scheme and is less affected by the channel distortion. The
design of theTSV Q matched to the noisy channel is less
complex than the design ofCOV Q and it has, in addition, a
simpler implementation.

1. INTRODUCTION

To transmit data over a noisy channel requires, in most ap-
plications, some kind of error protection. This is the case
for instance in the transmission of images captured by remote
sensing satellites (RSS) which is the scenario that motivates
the present work. Usually the introduction of error control
increases the bandwidth and when the latter is limited, data
compression is needed to compensate for the additional bit
rate introduced by the channel coding. Shannon’s well-known
separation principle states that one can design and code the
source and channel separately with an optimal result provided
the compressed and coded block-length are large enough and,
the channel is time-invariant. This however is an asymptotic
result and, in real-world applications this might not be true
since neither is the channel constant with respect to time nor
is the block-length large enough for the principle to hold. In
this case, joint source/channel coding schemes have proved to
be an alternative with significant gains in performance. This
immediately leads to the design of joint source-channel quan-
tizers.

Several approaches to vector quantization (V Q) under
channel constraint have been proposed in the literature. Sou-
rce-optimized VQs by efficient index assignment can lead to
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good results over noisy channels. Algorithms for efficient in-
dex assignment are reported in [10, 6, 1]. Source-optimized
scheme reported in [9], where the bit-stream of the SPIHT
coder is packetized into fixed-length blocks and protected
with RCPC codes and error-detection codes, renders astound-
ing performance in SNR yet it has a non-negligible probabil-
ity of incomplete image decoding.

Another approach is theCOV Q proposed in [1, 7], which
basically consists in an algorithm that, by taking into account
the channel crossover probabilities, produces a codebook op-
timized for this channel. The resulting quantizer has a bet-
ter performance when compared to the plainV Q operating
over noisy environment since it trades off quantizer accuracy
for channel-error resilience. The performance of theCOV Q
scheme is locally optimal but yet the channel noise introduces
an annoying distortion.

The COV Q design can be further improved channel by
use of so-called channel noise relaxation [2]. Starting with a
channel with a larger error probability, the quantizer can be
better designed by relaxing the channel error probability till
one gets to the desired channel. This therefore prevents the
design from converging to a poor local optimum.

The straightforward solution to the transmission of quan-
tized data over a noisy channel is tandem source-channel cod-
ing scheme. Data is quantized with aV Q designed for a
noiseless channel [3] and a channel code is used to reduce or
even eliminate the effects of the channel noise. This results in
a scheme that is not affected by the channel noise but the bits
wasted with the code results in large quantization distortion.

Another scheme which jointly design the source and chan-
nel codes is reported in [4]. By combining theCOV Q with
RCPC codes, an iterative design is obtained with a significant
gain overCOV Q. This gain is mainly due to soft decision
inherent to the RCPC code and also due to an optimized bit
allocation between channel and source codes. A disadvan-
tage of such scheme however is that it does not allow for UEP
since there is no order of importance in the index bits.

In [8], an algorithm to designTSV Q matched to the chan-
nel was introduced. This is an efficient design technique that
although not producing an optimal quantizer has the advan-



tage of lowering the computational complexity (of the design
and the encoding). In addition, the successive refining char-
acteristic of theTSV Q make it amenable to be used with
FEC. In this work we study the performance ofTSV Q
used withUEP over noisy channels which is an intermediate
scheme between theCOV Q (which does not explicitly uses
error correction) and theV Q + FEC tandem scheme. The
paper is organized as follows: the formulation of the“Tree-
Structured Vector Quantizer” matched to noisy channel is pre-
sented in Section 2 with an efficient algorithm to design the
quantizer. The problem of transmission of quantized images
trough noisy channels is discussed on Section 3. Results are
presented on Section 4 with concluding remarks on Section 5.

2. TREE STRUCTURED VECTOR QUANTIZATION
OF IMAGES FOR NOISY CHANNELS

The Tree-structured Vector Quantization of an imageI can
be understood as starting with a vectorization that maps
consecutiveL = w × h image cells into a sequence{xn} =
(x1, . . . ,xn, . . . ,xN ) of L-dimensional vectors. This se-
quence is then submitted to a succession ofΛ quantizers (we
will restrict ourselves to binary codebook quantizers which
output an index0 or 1 if the input vector is closer to centroid
0 or 1). All the indices{bλ,n} output by the quantizer on
layerλ (λ = 1, . . . , Λ) are sent through a Binary Symmetric
Channel (BSC). The codebook used byTSV Q on the
first layer is C1 = {y[0]

1 ,y[1]
1 }). The codebooks used by

TSV Q on layerλ (λ > 1) are represented byC[bλ−1,n]
λ =

{y[bλ−1,n0]
λ , y[bλ−1,n1]

λ }, where the block which determines
this codebook, the lengthλ − 1 block of binary indices
bλ−1,n = (b1,n . . . bλ−1,n) ∈ {0, 1}λ−1, provides the
(λ− 1)-bit approximation of the quantizer input vector. This
codebook representation emphasizes that all quantizers used
in the successive refinement ofxn, depends not only on the
layerλ but also onbλ−1, the output of previous quantizers.
Let us say thatxn is emitted by the source; the transmitted
indices are{bΛ,n} = {(b1,n, . . . , bΛ,n)} and, at theBSC

output, the received blocks are{b̂Λ,n} = {(b̂1,n, . . . , b̂Λ,n)}.
The reconstructed cell delivered to the user is then the
L-dimensional vector̂xn = (y[b̂1,n,...,b̂Λ,n]

Λ ).

Distortion between the vectorxn output by the source and
the corresponding reconstructed vectorx̂n delivered at the re-
ceiving end will be measured by the squared norm of the dif-
ferenced((x)n, (x̂)n) = ||(x)n − (x̂)n||2.

An optimumTSV Q for noiseless channel [8], can be ob-
tained by finding a collectionF of

∑Λ−1
λ=0 2λ codebooks,

F = {C0, {C[bλ]
λ } : (λ,bλ) ∈ {1, . . . , Λ} × {0, 1}λ},

that yields an overall minimum average quantization dis-
tortion. By using the LBG algorithm [3] one can design a

locally optimal TSV Q — but its performance is poor on
noisy channel since the channel is not taken into account by
the design

Finding an optimumTSV Q for the noisy channel, i.e.
finding the collectionF that minimizes the average distortion,
is a much harder problem. For a real valued vector source
with probability density functionp(x), an M -level TSV Q
and a channel described by a transition probabilityP (j|i) be-
tween the transmitted vector indexi and received indexj, the
average distortion can be written as

D(F) =
1
L

M∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

P (j|i)d(i, j) (1)

where {S1, . . . ,SM} is the partition of theL-dimensional
space induced byF and

d(i, j) = P (j|i)
∫

Si

p(x)d(x, cj)dx (2)

is the average distortion when a vectorx ∈ Si ends up
mapped, by theTSV Q and BSC in the centroidcj .

An algorithm is presented in [8] for designingTSV Q
which takes into account the noisy channel. The procedure
is called aCM -TSV Q-design since it does not guarantee an
optimal encoder-decoder pair. We present an algorithm next
which uses a training set instead of a knownp(x), developed
along the same lines as theCM -TSV Q to design the quan-
tizer.

2.1. Channel-Matched Tree Structured Vector Quantizer
algorithm

CM -TSV Q Design Algorithm

Step 1 Let the training set beS0 = {xn}N
n=1, and let the

evaluated initial centroid be

y[0]
0 =

∑N−1
n=0 xn

N
. (3)

Step 2 λ = 1
Get the first layer codebookC1 by creating two new cen-
troids derived from the previous: initially sety[0]

1 = y[0]
0

andy[1]
1 = y[0]

0 + ε, (whereε is a perturbation vector
used tosplit the previous centroid in two) and then use
the LBG algorithm to get the optimum codebook for the
first layer quantizer. The partition{S [0]

1 ,S [1]
1 } of S0 in-

duced byC1 are two new training set associated with the
index0 and1, respectively.

Step 3 λ = λ + 1.
FindC[bλ−1]

λ = {y[bλ−10]
λ , y[bλ−11]

λ }, the codebook asso-
ciated to each lengthλ−1 distinct block of binary indices



bλ−1 by, again, initially settingy[bλ−10]
λ = y[bλ−1]

λ−1 and

y[bλ−11]
λ = y[bλ−1]

λ−1 + ε and then using the LBG algo-
rithm to get the optimum codebook. The partition in-
duced by this codebook is

{S [bλ−10]
λ ,S [bλ−11]

λ }.
The corresponding centroids, forbλ ∈ {0, 1}λ are

y[bλ]
λ = centroid

(
S [bλ]

λ

)
(4)

=

∑
xn∈S[bλ]

λ

xPr(bλ|bλ,n)
∑

xn∈S[bλ]
λ

Pr(bλ|bλ,n)
(5)

where(b1,n . . . bλ,n) is the index of theλ-bits approxi-
mation ofxn.

Step 4 If λ < Λ go to 2.1.

Step 5 Stop

The design (and coding) complexity of theCM -TSV Q is
much lower than the complexity ofCOV Q even when a fast
implementation ofCOV Q [5] is used.

3. TRANSMISSION OF QUANTIZED IMAGES
TROUGH NOISY CHANNELS

ImagesV Q compressed and transmitted trough noisy chan-
nels are delivered to the user with an overall distortion which
is a combination of two terms: the quantization distortion
and the channel error distortion. Channel optimized vector
quantizersCOV Q, designed by taking the channel error into
account, render a performance better than plainV Q but are
still perturbed by an annoying distortion since the transmit-
ted indexi (i.e. (b1,n . . . bΛ,n)) is randomly transformed into
an indexj (i.e., (b̂1,n . . . b̂Λ,n)). An way to attenuate this
problem is to use Forward Error correct Codes (FEC) —
the channel bit error rate is reduced but at the expense of an
increased distortion due to quantization. The burden on the
rate put byV Q in tandem withFEC can be overcome by us-
ing CM -TSV Q and protecting withFEC only theTSV Q
lower layer bits which causes larger damage to the transmis-
sion when delivered in error. This is equivalent to providing
UEP (UnequalErrorProtection) to the transmission.

The study ofTSV Q with UEP is the subject of the present
work. The diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates the general structure
of such aTSV Q, with an indication that the binary data out-
put by theTSV Q can beprocessedfor protection before be-
ing sent to the channel. We have investigated two kinds of
processing: (1)FEC codes and (2)FEC codes on reverse.
The encoding process is done by entering successive blocks
of bits of a given layer, say(bλ,n+1 . . . bλ,n+`) into the rate
Rλ = `

ν FEC encoder and transmitting the corresponding
output(uλ,n+1 . . . uλ,n+ν). FEC on reverse means that the

TSVQ bit-stream is passed through aFEC decoder which
introduces errors whenever the input block does not consti-
tute a legitimate binary codeword. Notice that in this case
`
ν = 1 meaning no rate increase. For the layers protected
with FEC, processingis meant to beFEC while for other
layers it means “no processing”.

- COV Q Processing- -b1,n TXxn

- COV Q Processing- -b2,n TX
?

?

?

...
...

- COV Q Processing- -bΛ,n TX

Fig. 1. Building blocks of a TSVQ

SeveralFEC schemes can be used with the TSVQ. We
have chosen to make our investigation by using simple lin-
ear block codes. We have performed simulations consider-
ing transmission trough aBSC with cross-over probability
ρ0|1 = .001, and used Hamming(7, 4) and (15, 11) codes.
Allocation of code ratesRλ trough the layers were done by
trial and error - the lower layers bits were coded with either a
rate 4

7 code or rate1115 . One can easily verify that, with these
codes, virtually error-free transmission can be attained — the
probability of a binary block with two bits in error is about
10−5 and10−3 for the Hamming(7, 4) and(15, 11) respec-
tively. The simulations results are presented next.

4. RESULTS

Extensive simulation results have shown that a better perfor-
mance, compared toCOV Q, can be achieved when using
the CM -TSV Q with UEP scheme. Fig. 2 displays the
PSNR×Rate performance of theCM -TSV Q when com-
pressing the imageLena (512× 512). In this same figure the
corresponding curves of theCOV Q, V Q andV Q + FEC
are also plotted exhibiting the superior performance of
CM -TSV Q. This superior performance can be explained
by the use of a form of channel relaxation in the quantizer
design. We noted in our simulations that the performance
could be improved by designing the first stages of the TSVQ
with a larger probability of error (in our experiments we have
usedPe ≈ 0.2).
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Fig. 2. Comparison between VQ’s in a BSC for the Lenna
image.

It must be pointed out that althoughCM -TSV Q has a
slightly betterPSNR performance, it still exhibits typical
COVQ artifacts (salt-and-pepper like noise). The use of UEP
allows us to overcome this problem. The protection of the
TSV Q lower layer bit stream withFEC reduces the im-
pact of the channel noise. Tables 1 and 2 list thePSNR
results obtained with some of the simulated schemes. On Ta-
ble 1, the schemes are described by the following notation:
schemeH1...30∗ works with each of the first three layers
protected with an H(15,11)FEC code; schemeH1+2H0∗

H1+2H3+40∗ works with the bit-stream from the first and
second layers interleaved and protected with an H(15,11),
plus an H(15,11) on the third layer; schemeH1+2,3+4,5+6,70∗

works with an interleaved H(15,11) on layers 1+2, 3+4 and
5+6 and an H(15,11) code on the seventh layer; finally the
schemeH1...4

D 0∗ works with an H(15,11) code on reverse on
the first and second layers.Pe = 0.2 is the probability of
error for the firstTSV Q stage. The schemes on Table 2 are
similarly described.

For natural images, theCM -TSV Q plusFEC has a near
1dB improvement inPSNR overCOV Q. For RSS images
such improvement was not observed. In both cases however,
the decoded images are subjectively better as illustrated in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 (salt-and-pepper like noise is drastically re-
duced). It should be pointed out thatCM -TSV Q has a lower
computational complexity encoder.
Another important characteristic of theCM -TSV Q + FEC
is its robustness to channel mismatch.CM -TSV Q has a
lower rate of decrease inPSNR when the channel cross-over
probability is increased than doesCOV Q — Table 3 presents
the values ofPSNR for three channels transition probabili-
ties (the quantizers were designed for thePe = .001 channel).
As can be seen, the decrease inPSNR is lower thanCOV Q
indicating that the proposed scheme would perform better in

Scheme Specifications PSNR
(dB)

COV Q 3× 2, 9 bits per cell 32.54
Scheme 1. CM -TSV Q (Pe = 0.2), 33.27
H1...30∗ 12-bit codebook
Scheme 2. CM -TSV Q (Pe = 0.2), 33.37
H1+2H0∗ 12-bit codebook
Scheme 3. CM -TSV Q (Pe = 0.2) 33.58
H1+2H3+40∗ 12-bit codebook
Scheme 4. CM -TSV Q (Pe = 0.2) 33.29
H1+2,3+4,5+6,70∗ 12-bit codebook
Scheme 5. TSVQ 31.35
H1...4

D 0∗ 13-bit codebook

Table 1. Performance over aBSC at 1.5bpp,Pe = 10−3, for
the512× 512 Lena image.

a fading, time-varying channel. Our results also show that the
LBG + FEC is a wasteful scheme and performs poorly, in
general, as compared to both theCM -TSV Q andCOV Q.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown in this work that the performance ofCM -
TSV Q can be significantly improved withUEP . Perfor-
mance better thanCOV Q was observed. Subjective eval-
uation of the performance also points theCM -TSV Q as a
better scheme.

We are currently investigating the problem of code rate al-
location among the layers of the quantizer as well as the use
of coding schemes other than linear block codes, e.g., RCPC
codes with soft decision.

Other forms ofprocessingare also being investigated.
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Fig. 3. Performance over aBSC Pe = 10−3, clockwise: (a)
cut from512 × 512 Lena, original; (b)COV Q; (c) Table 1,
scheme 1; (d) Table 1, scheme 3.

Fig. 4. Performance over aBSC Pe = 10−3, clockwise: (a)
cut from a typical RSS image; (b) COVQ (c) Table 2, scheme
1; (d) Table 2, scheme 3.


